1 Problem 1- NFL Football Records (1 pt/team)
Name all NFL teams with a perfect record thus far this season. Also, all team with no wins thus far this season.

2 Problem 2- NFL Football Records- The Browns
Days in between Browns last 2 wins? Last Road Wins? (+/-10 days, 2 pts).
Hue Jackson has coached the Browns for 35 games. What is his W-L-T record? (1 pt/correct)
What was the last season in which the Browns had a .500 or above record. (2 pts)

3 Problem 3- NFL Football Week 3 (1 pt/player)
Name the top 3 NFL players (so far) by receiving, rushing, and passing yards for Week 3.

4 Problem 4- NHL Preseason Standings (1pt/team)
Name any NHL team with a perfect preseason record so far.
5 Problem 5- MLB Standings (1pt/team)
Name any MLB team that has clinched a playoff appearance for 2018.

6 Problem 6- NCSU Soccer (2 pt/correct rank)
What is NC State Men’s and Women’s soccer team RPI rank and Coaches Poll Rank. (Correct if within +/-3 of rank).

7 Problem 7- NCAAF- FBS vs. Old Dominion
What is the all time W-L-T record in NCAA Football between Virginia Tech and ODU? (1pt)
What was the most recent score in this matchup? (1 pt)
How much did Liberty Univesity pay ODU in week one to host the season opener? (1pt, +/- 100,000 dollars)